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Abstract: This article surveys a representational pattern in Egyptian cinema since
the 1990s that both counters Hollywood’s Orientalist binaries and produces alternative imaginations of Arab Americans. Egyptian filmmakers, I argue, have confined the
filmic imaginations of Arab Americans within the parameters of Egyptian identity. While
embedded in nationalist articulations of class, gender, and generation, and presented
within multilayered critiques of materialism, power, and nostalgia, the Egyptian American characters in the surveyed films are either denigrated as American or celebrated as
Egyptian. Thus, the Egyptian cinematic form of subversion, I contend, fails to navigate
away from reversing Hollywood’s polarizing portrayals.
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Cinema is a powerful tool of cultural production. Whether in the United
States or the Arab world, cinema functions within nationalist projects that
narrate the American and the Arab nations, while also using their portrayal of Others in order to construct and strengthen their own identities.
—Lina Khatib, Filming the Modern Middle East1

S

ince the 1970s, Hollywood’s imagination of the Arab presence in the United
States has developed as a foreign policy concern in such films as Network (Sidney Lumet, 1976), The Next Man (Richard Sarafian, 1976), Rollover (Alan Pakula,
1981), and Power (Sidney Lumet, 1986), or as a national security threat, as in
Black Sunday ( John Frankenheimer, 1977), Wrong Is Right (Richard Brooks, 1982),
Terror in Beverly Hills ( John Myhers, 1989), True Lies ( James Cameron, 1994), and
The Siege (Edward Zwick, 1998).2 Even in post-9/11 portrayals of Arab Americans,
1 Lina Khatib, Filming the Modern Middle East: Politics in the Cinemas of Hollywood and the Arab World (London:
I. B. Tauris, 2006), 1.
2 Waleed F. Mahdi, “Post-Oriental Otherness: Hollywood’s Moral Geography of Arab Americans,” Mashriq & Mahjar
3, no. 2 (2016): 35–61.
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in films like The Recruit (Roger Donaldson, 2003), Five Fingers (Laurence Malkin, 2006),
and Traitor ( Jeffrey Nachmanoff, 2008), positive images are contingent on characters’
demonstration of patriotism and still lead the audience to question their allegiance
and suspect their involvement in terrorism. These representations function within a
reductive tradition in Hollywood that normalizes what it means to be American in
ways that alienate Arab and Muslim Americans along with indigenous Americans,
Latino/a Americans, Asian Americans, Jewish Americans, and African Americans,
among other minorities.3 What is problematic, in other words, is how the industry’s
hegemonic conception of cultural Otherness contributes to its filmmakers’ definition
of “good citizenship” and “the very meaning of national identity.”4
When it comes to subverting Hollywood in the Arab world, the most important
media culture to examine is that of Egypt, home to the largest, most popular, and
most prolific Arabic film industry.5 Consider, for instance, how the two industries engage with the issue of terrorism. Unlike Hollywood, which blatantly portrays Islam
as a source of terrorism, Egyptian cinema features nuanced portrayals of terrorism
by highlighting the sociopolitical conditions that foster violence in the name of Islam.
Moreover, Egyptian cinema also venerates Islam as a peaceful religion that defines
many of Egypt’s traditions.6 Nevertheless, even the nuanced representations in films
like el-Erhabi (The Terrorist; Nader Galal, 1994), Toyour el-Zalam (Birds of Darkness;
Sherif Arafa 1995), el-Abwaab el-Moghlaqa (Closed Doors; Atef Hetata, 1999), Hein
Maysara (Until Better Times; Khaled Youssef, 2007), and el-Gezira 2 (The Island 2;
Sherif Arafa, 2014) are limiting and limited. In these examples, the filmmakers honor
Muslims but vilify Islamists, who use the religion for political purposes, as primarily
violent and either trapped in a dichotomy between modernity and primitivity or
defined by narratives of lower-middle-class “misery and confusion,” to put it in Walter
Armbrust’s words.7 Egyptian filmmaking thus subverts Hollywood’s shallow portrayals
only to the extent dictated by the country’s government-endorsed understandings of
Muslims and Islamists.

3 See Alfred Charles Richard, Contemporary Hollywood’s Negative Hispanic Image: An Interpretive Filmography,
1956–1993 (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1994); Ed Guerrero, Framing Blackness: The African American Image
in Film (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1993); Evelyn Alsultany, Arabs and Muslims in the Media: Race
and Representation after 9/11 (New York: New York University Press, 2012); Gina Marchetti, Romance and the
“Yellow Peril”: Race, Sex, and Discursive Strategies in Hollywood Fiction (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1994); Jack G. Shaheen, Reel Bad Arabs: How Hollywood Vilifies a People (New York: Olive Branch Press, 2001);
Lester D. Friedman, The Jewish Image in American Film (Secaucus, NJ: Citadel Press, 1987); Peter Rollins and
John E. O’Connor, eds., Hollywood’s Indian: The Portrayal of the Native American in Film (Lexington: University
Press of Kentucky, 1999); and Robert G. Lee, Orientals: Asian Americans in Popular Culture (Philadelphia: Temple
University Press, 1999).
4 Lary May, The Big Tomorrow: Hollywood and the Politics of the American Way (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
2000), 1.
5 With a history that dates back to the silent era and a record the exceeds four thousand films, comprising nearly
three-quarters of the entire Arab film repertoire, it is fitting that Egyptian cinema has been dubbed, variously, the
“Hollywood of the East,” the “Hollywood of the Nile,” and “Arab Hollywood.”
6 Khatib, Filming the Modern Middle East, chap. 4.
7 Walter Armbrust, “Islamists in Egyptian Cinema,” American Anthropologist 104, no. 3 (September 2002): 922–
931, 925.
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This article is not about portrayals of terrorism in Egyptian cinema but offers a
critique of the industry’s subversion of Hollywood. It explores how Egyptian cinema
unsettles US filmic representations of Arab Americans by examining the ways that
Egyptian filmmakers counter Hollywood’s Orientalist binaries and produce alternative imaginations of Arab Americans. Since the 1990s, I argue, the Egyptian cinema
has demonstrated a growing interest in deploying characters and metaphors that define
Arab Americans through Egyptian conceptions of class, gender, and generation. In
stark contrast to Hollywood, Egyptian cinema also enacts a complicated form of critique of the United States that imagines an alternative narration of Arab American
subjectivity. Importantly, Egyptian films depict Arab Americans in ways that transcend
US foreign policy in the Middle East, exploring themes such as the false promises
of the American dream and nostalgia as a prerogative for an alternative dream. In
this sense, Egyptian cinema’s subversion of Hollywood is a testimony to the “uneven
forces of cultural representation involved in the contest for political and social authority within the modern world order.”8
Despite this challenging representational framework, Egyptian cinema continues to
depict Arab American subjectivity in reductive ways that reproduce a sense of Arab
American Otherness. These portrayals may be different from Hollywood’s, but they
are still similar in their failure to capture the interstitial nature of Arab American
belonging. In their critique of America, the filmmakers I discuss prioritize Egyptian
nationalist perspectives, even in their use of allegories that may readily connect with
other Arab and Muslim critiques. This prioritizing is not because the filmmakers are
necessarily Egyptian per se; this article includes works by a Sudanese director and
an Egyptian American director. It is rather the Egyptian film industry’s hegemonic
conditions that emphasize the primacy of Egyptian-based narratives. This nationalist
characteristic of the industry limits possible sites of identity narration and confines the
filmic imaginations of Arab Americans within the parameters of Egyptian identity.
Moreover, these filmmakers are primarily speaking to an Egyptian audience despite the
broad nature of their market and the wide circulation of Egyptian films in the Arab
world and among Arab diasporas. Accordingly, Arab immigrant and Arab American
characters are mostly presented in the industry as first and foremost Egyptian. Film
scholar Viola Shafik recognizes an Egyptian nationalist pattern in many of the surveyed films that constructs foreignness in familiar terms; she argues that the characters
representing Egyptian diasporas in Egyptian cinema are nationalist attempts to converge Egypt’s “inside and outside.”9
This article recognizes the vigor of the Egyptian cinema’s nationalist narrative and
builds on Shafik’s analysis by suggesting that representations of Egyptian Americans
are rooted in Egyptian nationalist anxieties amid growing challenges of globalization, migration, and geopolitics. In the films central to this article’s analysis—Sa’eedi fil
Gamaa el-Amrekeia (An Upper Egyptian in the American University; Said Hamed, 1998),
el-Akhar (The Other; Youssef Chahine, 1999), Hello America (Nader Galal, 2000), Tayeh
8 Homi Bhabha, The Location of Culture (1994; London: Routledge Classics, 2004), 245–246.
9 Viola Shafik, Popular Egyptian Cinema: Gender, Class, and Nation (Cairo: American University in Cairo Press,
2007), 87.
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fi America (Lost in America; Rafi Girgis, 2002), Iskindiriyya . . . New York (Alexandria . . .
New York; Youssef Chahine, 2004), and Assal Eswed (Molasses; Khaled Marei, 2010),
Egyptian Americans are presented in a state of transition: primarily as first-generation
immigrants in the United States whose state of in-betweenness forces them to negotiate the full terms of their identity and belonging. The films utilize a binary portrayal
framework that forces such characters to identify either as American or Egyptian,
denigrating the former and celebrating the latter. These binaries help solidify Egyptian critiques of what is perceived as America’s corrupting materialism, interventionist
foreign policy, and alienating culture. Consequently, the multinational and multigenerational Arab American community, with its array of national and transnational modes
of belonging, is problematically reduced to recycled images of Egyptian immigrants
seeking or rejecting America. This remains true even though Egyptian films still complicate this binary through multiple critiques of materialism, power, and nostalgia,
presented primarily within national allegories of class, gender, and generation.10
While the so-called American dream means different things, including social
mobility, homeownership, religio-political liberty, individual fulfilment, and material
prosperity, Egyptian filmmakers have both defined the American dream in terms of
material prosperity and expressed a sense of disillusionment in the American dream
as unrealizable and unrewarding, urging their audience to seek out their own dreams
in Egypt. Films as early as Amrica Shika Bika (America Abracadabra; Khairy Beshara,
1993), Ard el-Ahlam (The Land of Dreams; Daoud Abdel Sayed, 1993), and Ziyarat
el-Sayed el-Rais (Mr. President’s Visit; Mounir Rady, 1994), and as late as El-Doniya
Maalouba (Reversed World; Hany Sabry, 2015) and Talq Senaee (Induced Labor; Khaled
Diab, 2018), exhibit nationalist critiques of the public fascination with migration to the
United States as a precondition for success. As this article shows, Egyptian cinema not
only articulates a sense of disillusionment in the American dream but also imagines
and advances an alternative nationalist vision, one that leaves essentially no space for
Egyptian Americans as such.11 It is worth noting that this simultaneous critique of and
construction of alternatives to the American dream not only is limited to portrayals
of Egyptian Americans’ experiences in the United States but also is deeply critical of
the Egyptian elite’s promotion of consumerism and neoliberal economics as a global
fulfillment of the American dream in Egypt.
In an analysis of plots, characters, and cultural contexts, the films surveyed in this
article may seem promising in offering an important postcolonial challenge to US hegemony, but they employ binaries that deny the possibility of conceiving of Egyptian
Americans in transnational terms—a consistent portrayal problem, whether the surveyed characters represent Egyptian Americans or are conceived as broad representations of Arab Americans. Although Egyptian cinema pushes back against Hollywood’s
10 I draw from Fredric Jameson’s conception of national allegory to make sense of the nationalist coded imagery in
the surveyed films. See Jameson, “Third-World Literature in the Era of Multinational Capitalism,” Social Text 15
(Autumn 1986): 65–88. Doing so is by no means an endorsement of Jameson’s generalized observation that “all”
“third-world texts” should “necessarily” be read as national allegories. For a critique, see Aijaz Ahmad, “Jameson’s
Rhetoric of Otherness and the ‘National Allegory,’” Social Text 17 (Autumn 1987): 3–25.
11 Americany min Tanta (An American from Tanta; Ahmed Kamel Morsi, 1954) was perhaps the earliest known
Egyptian film to critique the American dream and imagine an alternative Egyptian dream.
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imagination of Arabs and Arab Americans, it does so within another polarizing frame
of Othering that sacrifices Arab Americans along the US and Arab sociocultural and
geopolitical divide. This limiting postcoloniality fails to decolonize Hollywood’s imperial binary model of representation and adds another layer of cultural Otherness to
the imagination of Arab Americans, rendering them doubly alienated in both American and Egyptian cinemas.
Are Egyptian Films Anti-American? The difference between Egyptian cinema and
Hollywood cinema should not be understated. The power dynamics of the respective
host countries in addition to the production and circulation of their products are
different. While Hollywood filmmakers enjoy production and distribution support,
Egyptian filmmakers must grapple with licensing bureaucracy, state censorship, limited
competition, celebrity wage hikes, copyright piracy, and dwindling support from production companies that are heavily competing for profitable television series. Consequently, any reading of Egyptian cinema should take its socioeconomic and political
context into account, especially before interpreting Egyptian films as “anti-American.”
The issue is not whether the films express anti-American sentiments, because they certainly produce one-dimensional, often reductive and negative images of America and
Egyptian Americans. Rather, the term “anti-American” inadequately captures the
coded messages of these films. Indeed, I avoid using the term “anti-American” given
its history in US foreign relations of serving a narrative of American exceptionalism
that silences postcolonial contestations of US power.12 The term itself often conflates
healthy criticism of the United States with reductive and prejudicial caricatures of
American culture and people.13
Using the “anti-American” term flattens out a complicated reality. Although sensational critiques of the United States in Egyptian cinema often echo narratives that
could easily be identified as anti-American, it is important to contextualize such
works as ambivalent postcolonial contestations of the United States’ influence in
the region. The apparent incongruence of Egyptians’ simultaneous criticism of the
United States and admiration for the country’s prosperity—a “love-hate” relationship that Andrew Hammond diagnoses as “schizophrenic”—speaks to this postcolonial ambivalence.14 For instance, the radical Egyptian Islamist Sayyid Qutb presents
a staunch critique of America as worthless “in the scale of human values” while
also acknowledging his admiration for America as the “far-flung world that occupies
in the mind’s eye more space than it really does on this earth.”15 Many Egyptians
offer their critique but simultaneously express a desire to live in the United States,
where hard work, social mobility, and justice are relatively cherished. Some Egyptian
12 See Max Paul Friedman, Rethinking Anti-Americanism: The History of an Exceptional Concept in American Foreign
Relations (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012).
13 Brendon O’Conner, ed., Anti-Americanism: History, Causes, Themes, vol. 1 (Oxford, UK: Greenwood World Publishing, 2007), chap. 1.
14 Andrew Hammond, What the Arabs Think of America (Oxford, UK: Greenwood World Publishing, 2007), 41.
15 Sayyid Qutb, “‘The America I Have Seen’: In the Scale of Human Values,” in America in an Arab Mirror: Images of
America in Arabic Travel Literature, 1668 to 9/11 and Beyond, ed. Kamal Abdel-Malek and Mouna el-Kahla (New
York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2000), 9–10.
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corporations have even capitalized on this equivocal Egyptianizing of the American
dream via consumerist trends that rely on US commodities, pop-culture products,
and shopping malls.16 So it should not be surprising that Egyptian films are ambivalent in pairing flattened portrayals of America and American culture as hollow, false,
unfulfilling, materialistic, and immoral with a complicated sense of appreciation for
American prosperity.
Ziyarat el-Sayed el-Rais, for instance, explores the vanity of searching for the global
promises of the American dream, which Egyptian films usually present as a “mirage,”
to borrow Egyptian film critic Khalid el-Sargany’s term.17 The film provides this
critique through a politicized account of Egyptian responses to President Richard
Nixon’s visit to Egypt in 1974. In the film, people learn of a planned visit of the
American president to their remote Egyptian village. Before the visit, the villagers
receive a few truckloads of food, presented as part of a US food-assistance program
for Egypt. This enhances rumors that their village, like many poor communities
in Egypt, will be the beneficiary of an even more generous US gift. Rumors pass
as facts among the villagers while they fantasize about the expected gift, which it
is thought will be carried in boats across waters separating Egypt and the United
States. Not only do these boats carry food for Egyptians; they also bring electric
equipment like fans, televisions, washers, carpet cleaners, and refrigerators. The villagers are enthusiastic about the gift’s symbolic promise of American prosperity.
This prompts them to create a welcoming environment for their guest. They decorate their streets with US flags, their stores with English signs, and their bodies with
American T-shirts and jeans. Moreover, they also begin to develop plans to improve
their impoverished conditions. They even designate a full day to rehearse speeches,
songs, and slogans to be used in their welcoming procession. In short, the routine
life of the community is suspended, usurped by the prospect of realizing a globally
mediated version of the American dream. But to community members’ dismay, the
train carrying the president and their imagined ticket to prosperity does not stop;
instead, it passes by the village, crushing their hopes and aspirations. Ziyarat el-Sayed
el-Rais critiques the unfulfilled promises of US neoliberalism and its role in intensifying inequality between the Global North and South populations. The film offers a
powerful portrayal of disillusionment in the material allure of the American dream
while also acknowledging that, at the heart of the villager’s disappointment, lies a
deep sense of desire and admiration for what the United States represents.
Although films like Ziyarat el-Sayed el-Rais can be read as vilifying the United States,
I suggest that the deeper sense of betrayal is with those Egyptians who are seen as
buying uncritically into the American promise of prosperity. Many of the villagers
in the film appear more invested in escaping their dire economic conditions through
their uncritical celebrations of the US support rather than struggling to improve their
own lives on their own terms. Thus, the surveyed films in this article are driven less by
16 Mona Abaza, “Shopping Malls, Consumer Culture and the Reshaping of Public Space in Egypt,” Theory, Culture
& Society 18, no. 5 (2001): 97–122.
17 Khalid El-Sargany, “From Alexandria to New York, Uncle Sam in Egyptian Cinema,” WSI Arab Insight 1, no. 2
(2007): 49–58, 55.
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a hatred of the United States than by a sense of insecurity, loss, and anxiety regarding
Egypt’s relative appeal as a place to live in and build a future.
In Khairy Behsara’s widely circulated film Amrica Shika Bika, the United States is
described as a shika bika, a nonsensical but rhythmic term that roughly translates into
English as “abracadabra,” connoting a sense of magic built on illusions. The film
presents America as an illusion in the sense that it is a contradictory, confused, and
confusing power that is at odds with its own values and principles; the film’s poster
draws the statue of liberty as villainous and predatory (Figure 1). The film presents a
critique of the globalized American dream through the story of eight Egyptians, ranging from eight to fifty years old, who are seeking to migrate to the United States. These
migrants are fleeing a wave of privatization in Egypt and the government’s revision of
social programs to favor the ruling elite, both of which have led to deteriorating economic conditions. Although many of them occupy a range of professions—mechanic,
physician, tailor, banker, dancer, bodybuilder, and farmer—the characters find themselves increasingly marginalized as the chasm between elite and working class grows
wider. They are promised US visas in Romania by a Mr. Gaber (Samy el-Adl), who
convinces them of his connections to an American embassy employee there. In their
desperation to realize their dreams, the various migrants sell relatives’ jewelry, borrow
money from friends, and take loans to cover travel expenses.
Once in Romania, the Egyptian dreamers consume American products like Marlboro cigarettes,
drink Pepsi and Coca-Cola, and wear blue jeans
as part of their perceived journey to happiness,
but they are later shocked to learn that Gaber has
swindled them. Having lost their money, they experience various forms of hardship, not to mention the emotional turmoil caused by separating
from their home. Eventually, the Egyptian government arranges for their travel back to Egypt, where
they get hold of Gaber and throw his belongings,
mostly American products, into the street. The
film foregrounds this moment as their realization
that the American dream is a tool to market US
products at the cost of local economies and lived
realities. The film concludes with a sober tone of
Figure 1. The Statue of Liberty appears
villainous and predatory. She is paired pride in Egypt as the only place where Egyptians
in the film’s poster along with the swin- can truly attain their dreams. Even the film’s title
dler Mr. Gaber who dupes the Egyptian song registers its critique of the American dream:
migrants in Amrica Shika Bika (el-Rania
“America is shika bika,” the song goes. “It plays you
Film, 1993).
hard and turns you upside down.”
Even though Ziyarat el-Sayed el-Rais and Amrica Shika Bika do not present specific portrayals of Egyptian Americans as the films surveyed in this article do, the two films add
depth to my critique of the industry’s one-dimensional portrayals of America as the
defensive mechanism of nationalists who are critical of those who seek to migrate and
abandon their homeland. To further illustrate my argument in relation to Egyptian
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Americans, consider Youssef Chahine’s el-Akhar. The film’s introductory scene features the Palestinian American scholar Edward Said discussing issues of identity and
belonging with Adam, the Egyptian American protagonist, and Boujdad, an Algerian
American character. Said appears critical of Adam’s and Boujdad’s perceptions of the
irreconcilability of Arabness and Americanness in their identities:
Adam: You are an American national and your origin is Palestinian. Where
do you belong?
Said: I hope we stop thinking this way! They [Americans] invented
computers, and we [Arabs] invented writing. Forget who contributes what!
The Pharaohs’ civilization, for example, is just like Beethoven’s music. They
both belong to all humanity.
Boujdad: But do Americans think like this?
Said: I hope one day we all stop saying “I” and “you” and start using “we”
instead!
Throughout the film, however, director Chahine dismisses Said’s sobering reflections
on polarization and the possibility of imagining Arab Americans on transnational
grounds as utopian. The plot reveals a stark contrast between Arab innocence and
American aggression. The main character, Adam, is torn between his connections
to the United States and to Egypt, but he eventually chooses Egypt and declares the
American dream an illusion. Chahine thus presents Egyptian and American as opposed
cultural identities, challenging the possibility of imagining Egyptian Americans in
transnational terms. Chahine relies on a representational formula of binaries that celebrate Egyptian American characters like Adam for choosing to live in Egypt and
realize their own dreams there but denigrate those who choose to embrace the United
States in search of their own American dreams.
The label “anti-American” fails to capture these nuanced criticisms and will thus
be avoided in my analysis. Instead, I critique the sensational portrayals of the United
States and Egyptian Americans in Egyptian cinema while acknowledging the existing power dynamics in US-Egyptian relations and the complexity of Egyptian-based
postcolonial narratives. Crucially, the polarized portrayals in Egyptian cinema are
driven not by innate hatred or ignorance of America but by the desire to mount an
effective local response to empire. The following sections examine the manifestations
of the Egyptian cinema’s nationalist projections of classed, gendered, and generational binaries of Arab Americans, presented primarily through Egyptian American
characters confined within the parameters of the American dream and its Egyptian
alternative.
Awlad el-balad versus Khawagat. Class-based imagery in Egyptian cinema often
revolves around the issue of authenticity, which itself builds on an important site of
Egyptian collective identity, namely, awlad el-balad (sons of the country). The notion of
awlad el-balad concerns one’s social conduct, particularly hospitality, generosity, solidarity, chivalry, indigeneity, and national pride. In Egyptian collective memory, the term
awlad el-balad has been used to connote such positive values and is mostly associated
with people of lower socioeconomic class in a class-based system that sets them apart
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from khawagat (Western foreigners).18 The Egyptian popular culture perpetuates the
ascription of awlad el-balad to the working class as a critique of the elite, who are usually
portrayed as either khawagat or Westernized and therefore as lacking the multilayered
virtues suggested by awlad el-balad. Since the 1990s, Egyptian films have incorporated
this class-based cultural critique in their portrayal of Egyptian Americans as either
selfless, community-oriented awlad el-balad or selfish, dollar-worshipping khawagat.
El-Akhar’s polarized view of Egyptian American characters plays out through the
conflict between an Egyptian American father and his son. Importantly, the film director, Chahine, sets the story in Egypt, so that when the characters collide, the film speaks
to the disruptive impact of American-style globalization on Egypt. Consequently, the
disparity between Egypt’s wealthy and its dissolving middle class is mapped allegorically onto a conflict between awlad el-balad and khawagat, represented respectively by
the son, Adam (Hani Salama), and the father, Khalil (Mahmoud Hemida).
Khalil arrives in Egypt with a group of businesspeople hoping to carry out a
proposed interfaith project at Mount Sinai. However, his ignorance and intermittent
disregard of both Egyptian culture and the needs of Egypt’s lower-class citizens in
particular soon become apparent. At a resort he owns, he lays off half his employees to restructure the business, declaring, “I am a businessman, not a philanthropist!” Khalil’s
character embodies the Western-friendly elite of Egypt, who embrace the American
principles of the free market at the cost of the well-being of the working-class community. As Chahine himself puts it, the film’s critique emphasizes the one-sided nature of
globalization, which allows Western money to invest in the Arab world in the name of
the “open market” but denies Arabs the same right to “penetrate America.”19
The director’s nationalist message uses materialism and morality to index the
extent to which his Egyptian American characters are more American or less Egyptian. Khalil’s Egyptian American identity is reduced to a search for wealth at all
costs, including at great cost to the Egyptian community. His proposed interfaith
project is revealed to be a fraudulent moneymaking scheme, and he ultimately sells
the public land allocated to the project, crushing the aspirations of the hired architects. The project’s interfaith promise gives way to the pursuit of profit, with Khalil
standing for the illusory character of the globalized American dream. Crucially, it
is not an American who misleads the Egyptians but an Egyptian American who has
forsaken his Egyptian background and is subsequently depicted as a selfish father
and emasculated husband.
Unlike his father, Adam becomes disillusioned with American materialism. A
UCLA doctoral student, he is in Egypt for dissertation fieldwork on terrorism. Adam
falls in love with an Egyptian girl named Hanan (Hanan Tork) and the awlad el-balad
code of her lower class. He rejects his family’s upper-class status as an iteration of the
illusory American dream and opts to live with the working-class community instead, in
an effort to identify with his Egyptian roots. In one of his family’s desperate attempts to
influence his decision, he appears dancing with his arranged date, the daughter of the
18 Sawsan El-Messiri, Ibn al-Balad: A Concept of Egyptian Identity (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1978).
19 Youssef Chahine and Joseph Massad, “Arts and Politics in the Cinema of Youssef Chahine,” Journal of Palestine
Studies 28, no. 2 (Winter 1999): 77–93, 88.
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US ambassador in Egypt, but expresses his disdain for the American dream and dismisses her as a potential life partner. For her part, the ambassador’s daughter rejects him
as well in a symbolic reference to the impossibility of reconciliation between Americans and Egyptians. As Adam begins to feel increasingly disconnected from American
culture, he develops an affinity for that of Egypt instead. This newfound identification
with his homeland is captured when he rushes to donate blood for the victims of a
terrorist attack and declares: “My father is Egyptian, and I am Egyptian. I will live and
die in this Egyptian land!”
Gender plays a central role in Chahine’s class-based configurations of identity. In
el-Akhar, Adam is torn between his love for his American mother, Margaret (Nabila
Ebeid), and his Egyptian love, Hanan. These two female characters, according to
Lina Khatib, stand as gendered representations of the United States and Egypt.20
The stark contrast between the two women, who represent Adam’s American and
Egyptian identities, further bewilders him, as he already wrestles with the question
of belonging. On the one hand, Margaret is a self-centered mother who vehemently
rejects her son’s marriage and even suggests at one point that Adam’s father is not Khalil
but an American man named Max. In an effort to win her son back, as she sees it, from
Hanan, Margaret enlists the help of Hanan’s brother, the newly radicalized Sheikh
Fathallah (Ahmed Wafeeq). Fathallah kidnaps Hanan in return for a promised visa to
the United States. Unlike Margaret’s possessive love, Hanan’s love for Adam is unconditional. Hanan is portrayed as innocent, simple, and welcoming. Her Arabic name
roughly translates as “tenderness.” Her low-income background allows the audience
to identify with her as an appropriate representation of Egypt, particularly in contrast
to Margaret’s wealth, which is associated with the Egyptian elite, often perceived to be
American puppets. Hanan rejects her brother’s extremist inclinations as deviant and
urges Adam to develop a critical attitude toward his parents’ shady business corruption.
Thus, Adam’s marriage to Hanan is a symbolic gesture of the Egyptian American character’s embrace of Egypt’s gendered innocence and purity (Figure 2).
Adam’s disillusionment with
his mother’s love contributes to
his growing detachment from
his American background. He
first appears hesitant in supporting Hanan’s journalistic
curiosity, which leads her to
uncover details that expose his
parents’ fake nonprofit scheme.
Hanan’s desire to discredit AdFigure 2. Adam’s marriage to Hanan symbolizes his ultimate am’s parents represents Egypt’s
connection to his Egyptian roots in el-Akhar (Misr International
search for independence from
Films, 1999).
foreign influences. When Adam
learns about Hanan’s published exposé of his parents, he slaps her, but she derisively
covers herself from head to toe in black, suggesting that silencing her is equivalent to
20 Khatib, Filming the Modern Middle East, 86.
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reducing her to a submissive commodity. Revealing his still-entrenched belief in the
United States’ entitlement to penetrate the Other’s body, Adam rapes Hanan in an
attempt to reassert his masculinity. But as his attachment to Egyptian culture grows,
he learns to develop a critical attitude toward the masculinist reiterations of US hegemony. Later, when Margaret denigrates Hanan’s Egyptian background as one weakened for thousands of years by colonial occupation by the Hyksos, the Romans, the
English, and the French, Adam adds angrily, “And now the Americans!” The film ends
with a damning critique of Margaret and American imperialism as Adam and Hanan
are brutally killed when caught in the crossfire between Hanan’s terrorist brother and
Egyptian police. Recalling that it was Margaret who hired Hanan’s brother, the audience is left with the message that America is a disruptive power with no mercy, even
for its own Egyptian American citizens.
Chahine’s use of classed, gendered, and generational binaries to critique the
American dream and define his Egyptian American characters is central to Egyptian
filmmaking. Nader Galal similarly uses such binaries in his portrayal of the Egyptian
immigrant characters in Hello America. Despite the genre difference between el-Akhar,
a melodrama, and Hello America, a comedy, the two films present similarly polarized
portrayals of Egyptian American characters. Similar to Chahine’s greedy American
patriarch, Khalil, Galal’s Egyptian immigrant character Noufal (Osama Abbas) has
compromised his Egyptian codes of chivalry and generosity during his twenty-year
stay in New York. The director begins the film with a phone call that establishes the
stark contrast between Noufal’s spacious house in New York and his Egyptian cousin’s
home in an overcrowded and impoverished Egyptian neighborhood. The intercutting
images create an extreme opposition between “affluent bourgeois Westernization” and
“lower-class Egyptian solidarity.”21 Noufal is presented to the audience as a by-product
of Western materialism, and his cousin Bekhit (played by iconic actor Adel Imam)
appears as the embodiment of Egyptian awlad el-balad authenticity.
After years of no communication, Noufal calls Bekhit to ask for assistance. Noufal
wants to sell his land in Egypt, thereby completely disconnecting from the country.
Bekhit agrees to help, and with Noufal’s support, he subsequently fulfills his deep desire to migrate to the United States. In Noufal’s house, Bekhit refuses to accept a
commission for selling Noufal’s land, citing the awlad el-balad code that demands that
relatives help one another for no monetary return. When Bekhit turns down a check
amounting to 1 percent of the estate’s value, Noufal thinks that Bekhit wants more
and offers him 2 percent instead. Bekhit continues to refuse and reproaches his cousin:
“Shame on you, Noufal! I would not take a penny for my help. Has America changed
you, man?” Noufal is appreciative of Bekhit’s attitude but soon demonstrates his lack
of commitment to the code when Bekhit requests a loan to help him settle in the
United States. Noufal wastes no time in ignoring the code and offering Bekhit and his
fiancé, Adila (Shereen), $200 a week in return for performing housework duties that
include cooking, cleaning, caring for the dog, washing the car, and gardening.
The film suggests that Noufal has been morally corrupted by his blonde American
wife, Katy (Enas Mekky), who cannot comprehend the awlad el-balad code. She is the
21 Shafik, Popular Egyptian Cinema, 79–82.
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one who forces Noufal to refuse his support to Bekhit and Adila. It is Katy, too, who
raises their children in ways that seem contradictory to Egypt’s moral codes. Katy’s
parenting style appears foreign to the Egyptian audience. She adopts double standards
toward her children. She gets furious when she sees Bekhit kiss her son Sam (short for
Sami) because she considers same-sex kissing inappropriate, even platonic affection
among relatives. Yet she does not see a problem encouraging her teenage daughter
Madonna (her nickname for Madiha) to sleep with her boyfriend; indeed, Katy even
appears to grieve that her daughter is still a virgin, which runs completely counter to
Arab codes of conduct. Next, Katy turns her attention to Adila, encouraging her to
dress in a sexually provocative way in the name of women’s empowerment, and to
carry a gun for protection, pointing to the irrelevance of male protection. Although
these scenes are meant to offer comedic relief, together they offer a polarized image
of Americans and Arabs that allows no room for any Egyptian American space or
identity as such.
The film presents Noufal as an Egyptian immigrant who chooses to reject the collective spirit and moral codes of his Egyptian background in return for America’s
hollow promise of material success. This is illustrated most vividly when Bekhit is
almost hit by a car. Although Bekhit is not hurt, Noufal convinces him to file a hitand-run accident report so as to claim millions of dollars in compensation. Noufal’s
enthusiasm for the scheme, however, is contingent on receiving 25 percent of the compensation amount. When the plan is first hatched, Noufal and Katy suddenly become
friendly and hospitable to Bekhit and Adila, but when the plan seems to fall through,
the hosts quickly kick their guests out of their house. Throughout the film, Noufal fails
to come to terms with his Egyptian awlad el-balad nonmaterial values and constantly
aligns himself with American materialist-consumerist tendencies instead.
In sharp contrast to his father, Noufal’s Egyptian American son, Sam (Ayman
Mohammed), tries to reconnect the family with their Arabic and Islamic heritage. Sam
decides to learn Arabic and accompany Bekhit to the mosque for Friday prayers. He
learns such Arabic words as shahamah (chivalry) and nakhwa (generosity) and practices
them in his life. When Bekhit is unable to work because he gets sick, Noufal withholds
his weekly allowance, but Sam promises to work in Bekhit’s place. He will secure the
income for Bekhit, but only on the condition that his father not learn of his actions.
When Bekhit criticizes Noufal’s seeming indifference toward his daughter’s engaging
in premarital sex, Sam agrees but also points out the conflict between Bekhit’s perceptions of the United States and his own actions. “If you think America is a devil,”
Sam asks, “then, why did you come to America?” Unable to respond, Bekhit smiles
and says, “You’re the only one in this family who still has some Egyptian left in him!”
Honesty thus validates Sam’s sense of his Egyptian cultural background. While his father is drawn to American materialism at the cost of his Egyptian code of honor, Sam
is drawn to the promise of the morally defined relationships embraced by his visiting
Arab relatives and his ancestors.
The articulations of difference in el-Akhar and Hello America center on the issue
of respect (or lack thereof) for the awlad el-balad code of honor. The films exemplify
a polarizing dynamic in Egyptian cinema that presents binary images of Egyptian
immigrants and Egyptian Americans as either Egyptian community contributors or
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American dollar worshippers. This narrative ascribes positive and negative values
according to fixed and rigid spatial identity formations. Using Egyptian nationalist
constructions of class, gender, and generation adds depth to this polarity but still
does not produce thought-provoking portrayals that subvert Hollywood’s imagery in
disruptive terms.
Seeking an Alternative Dream. Inasmuch as Egyptian filmmakers’ imagination
of Egyptian immigrants and Egyptian Americans reflects a sense of disillusionment
with the American dream, this imagination simultaneously searches for an alternative
Egyptian dream. Although there is no clear articulation in the surveyed films of what
this dream could look like, there is an explicit message deterring migrants from leaving
their homeland in favor of staying and creating the parameters of what could one day
be “the Egyptian dream.” This alternative dream, the films suggest, may not necessarily contradict the American dream, but it will be one made in Egypt, one in which
emigrating in search of social mobility, individual success, and even personal ambition
is considered a selfish measure divorced from a commitment to one’s own Egyptian
community.
Indeed, this nationalist message has been at the center of Egyptian filmmakers’
imagination of Egyptian immigrants since the 1990s and comes out particularly
strongly in their use of nostalgia. The characters in the surveyed films find hope in
Egypt only when they claim it as their home and as the place where they can realize
their dreams. The films mobilize the concept of el-ghorba (alienation) in making sense of
this nostalgic sentimentality. The Arabic meaning of el-ghorba carries a double-layered
sense of alienation and foreignness, triggered by the departure from one’s homeland
and a nostalgic desire to reconnect with it. El-ghorba, in this sense, serves as a conceptual tool underwriting the Egyptian films’ images of Egyptian immigrants as caught
between a sense of Otherness, should they leave Egypt’s borders, and of nostalgia for
their homeland. Egyptian filmmakers have taken an active role in promoting this idea
of el-ghorba by locating characters at the crossroads of an alienating American culture
and a welcoming Egyptian homeland.
Amrica Shika Bika relies on nostalgia to accelerate its migrating group’s growing disillusionment with the American dream. The sudden death of the eldest member of
the group creates a deep sense of anxiety for the group about meanings of migration, alienation, and nostalgia for their lives. Protagonist el-Mansi (played by actor
and singer Mohamed Fouad), whose name roughly translates as “the forgotten,”
reminds his fellow dreamers that they will perish in foreign lands if they fail to return
to their home. In one of the film’s viral songs, el-Mansi asks rhetorical questions that
capture the essence of the film’s message: “What does home mean? Does it mean a
land, borders, a place, or a state of longing?” The solidarity that emerges within the
diverse traveling group, meant to symbolize Egyptians of different classes, professions, and religions, serves as a nationalist call for Egyptians to realize their dreams
at home.
In Ard el-Ahlam, nostalgia disrupts the travel plans of the leading character, Nargis
(Faten Hamama), to the United States to realize the American dream for her children. Throughout the film, Nargis is emotionally consumed by her fear of leaving her
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relatives, neighbors, and friends. While bidding her mother farewell at a nursing home,
she bitterly cries, “Damn America that turned us into this!” Nargis is already nostalgic
about leaving the familiar for the foreign. She looks at an old tree, reflects on her life,
and wonders whether she should leave the place that has become part of her soul.
The foreignness of American culture reveals itself to be a challenge as she continues
listening to tapes of English conversations for beginners. “I don’t know English,” she
complains, “and there, everything is in English: people, television, and neighbors!”
Her struggle outweighs the lure of migration and reveals the value of staying at home.
She eventually decides not to emigrate. Nargis’s children are aware of their mother’s
struggle, and they learn to see the value of their homeland and their mother’s decision.
While the main characters in Amrica Shika Bika and Ard el-Ahlam experience disillusionment with the American dream without even making it to the United States, the
main characters in Hello America and el-Akhar arrive at the same conclusion after living within US borders. After winning $10 million in settlement money, Hello America’s
Bekhit and Adila still fail to find peace, as they are chased by their hosts, lawyers, and
many others who seek only their fortune. The film ends with a scene in which Bekhit
and Adila throw all the money behind them to force those chasing them to slow down
and collect it. As the latter scramble to pick up the money in the street, the World
Trade Center is shown looming in the background, suggesting the United States as a
site of constant search for financial growth and materialism, divorced from awlad elbalad values. Similarly, at the end of el-Akhar, Adam gives up his American identity and
dies holding hands with Hanan, whose gendered representation as Egypt adds more
depth to the film’s ending and meaning to Adam’s rejection of the corruption that his
American mother and Egyptian American father represent.
Chahine’s Iskindiriyya . . . New York captures the sense of el-ghorba through the story
of Yehya (Mahmoud Hemida), an Egyptian film student in the United States who
eventually becomes well known after fifty years of working as a film director.22 Director Chahine dedicates a prequel film Iskindiriyya . . . Lih? (Alexandria, Why?, 1979) to
capture young Yehya’s struggle to realize his passion and desire to travel to the United
States. The final scene of this prequel shows Yehya in a ship of immigrants awed by
the Statue of Liberty on their arrival in New York. Chahine hints at the hardships
awaiting the ship-borne migrant young Yehya by replacing the Statue of Liberty shot
with an alternative one that personifies the statue as an ugly-looking woman, vulgarly
laughing and winking. In Iskindiriyya . . . New York, Yehya’s fascination with American
culture leads to a profound sense of disappointment and regret, shaped by his experience of anti-Arab racism. As an aspiring young student pursuing a degree in acting in
California during the 1940s, Yehya encounters the stereotype of Arabs as backward
and uncivilized. A fellow student wonders whether he lives in a tent and rides camels.
He is also escorted out of the Columbia Pictures studios for being an Arab. Yehya’s
experience with anti-Arab racism throughout his stay in the United States underscores
the film’s consistent portrayals of American culture as unwelcoming, if not alienating.

22 This is one of four films recounting the six-decade filmmaking career of the critically acclaimed director Youssef
Chahine.
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Yehya struggles to complete his studies and almost collapses when financial hardship forces him to return to Egypt two months before graduation. In a touching scene,
he passionately embraces his American lover, Ginger (Yousra Ellouzi), as his despair
reaches its limits (Figure 3). Luckily, however, he manages to complete his studies. After doing so, he then decides to go back to Egypt, where he becomes a dedicated and
acclaimed director. Despite international acclaim, US film distributors do not accept
his work for forty years because of his Arab perspective. In 2000, Yehya is finally
recognized at a New York film festival celebrating his work, which comes at a time
when his frustration with the United States’ anti-Arab foreign policy has also reached
a critical turn. There, he again meets Ginger, who informs him that her twenty-fiveyear-old son, the well-known ballet dancer Iskandar (Ahmad Yahya), is in fact Yehya’s.
Iskandar soon rejects his father, however, because he is not ready to acknowledge
any Arab ancestry, partly because of the anti-Arab stigma in the US entertainment
industry. Yehya erupts in tears because his love for America is deeply wounded. The
United States rejects his Arabness twice: first when he was a student seeking inclusion
in a racist environment and again when his son expresses shame because of Yehya’s
Arab heritage. The film concludes with Yehya wandering around the “city of foreigners” while the musical refrain “New York kills any sense of longing” plays in the
background, a symbol of America’s tendency to destroy family ties.23

Figure 3. Yehya holds his American girlfriend Ginger as his American dream almost collapses in Iskindiriyya
. . . New York (Misr International Films, 2004).

Iskandar is presented as a heartless and insensitive individual whose Americanness manifests through his rejection of the world beyond US borders. When he declares that Arabs do not exist on the map, his mother informs him that the world does
not end at America’s shorelines. His American understanding of the Arab world
recycles Hollywood’s Orientalist imagery; as he complains to his mother, “You want
me to have a father coming from a land where they live in tents and ride camels,
where people are backward and ignorant!” In a subsequent conversation with Yehya,
Iskandar boasts of his pride in belonging to America—“the most powerful nation
in the world”—and denigrates his father as belonging to a still-developing part of
the globe. His dignity injured, Yehya dismisses his son’s rejection as arrogance and
23 Gamal El-Ghitani describes New York as “city of foreigners” in his novel Madinat al-Ghoraba (Giza: Dar Nahda
Misr, 2010).
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cruelty, traits he comes to equate with the United States’ reckless global character.
Chahine uses the same actor to play young Yehya and Iskandar in Iskindiriyya . . . New
York, which is important because it stages a stark contrast between the two individuals in terms of their relationship to family and home. The young Yehya’s return to
Egypt is glorified as a model of the Egyptian immigrants who never lose connection
with their homeland. His career success in Egypt suggests Chahine’s version of an
Egyptian dream, a dream modeled on Chahine’s own career. Iskandar, in contrast,
represents the director’s denigrated image of Egyptian Americans who may appear
to be successful in realizing their material ambitions of the American dream but
ought to be viewed as failures in retaining their Egyptianness.
The same message is illustrated through the character of Masri el-Arabi (Ahmed
Helmy) in Khaled Marei’s Assal Eswed; the rough translation of the character’s name is
“Egyptian the Arab.” Masri is an Egyptian American who left Egypt as a child and lived
in the United States for twenty years. He travels back to Egypt to take photos of the place
he vaguely remembers as his ancestors’ land in order to enrich a photography exhibit
that he plans to stage in New York. During his stay, Masri encounters a range of attitudes
as he negotiates his own identity. Initially, he chooses not to carry his US passport, preferrring to show his Egyptian one to demonstrate his connection with Egypt. He ridicules
the idea of showing his US passport and being treated as a foreigner in his country
of origin. But he soon realizes what it means to lose the special treatment accorded to
Americans. He experiences a delay at the airport, a cancellation of his hotel reservation,
subjection to extra bureaucratic procedures at a car rental company, a low standard of
service at the pyramids, and intimidation at a police station.
Worn out by the ill treatment his Egyptian passport elicits, Masri disposes of it as
soon as he receives his US passport. The US passport opens doors to privileges denied
to Egyptians (Figure 4). With the new passport in hand, he is treated exceptionally well
by the same people who previously abused him. They recognize his American status
and respect him accordingly. Masri’s celebration is short-lived, however. Boasting of
his American status soon invites trouble, when he is beaten at a rally protesting US
foreign policy. His belongings, including the US passport, are dispersed and lost. With
no proof of either Egyptian or American nationality, Masri is forced to look for his
childhood neighborhood. There, he interacts with his childhood friends and neighbors
and is reminded of the awlad el-balad
code of generosity, hospitality, and
community support. Masri’s struggle then becomes whether to leave
for the United States or stay in the
community he has come to consider
family.
The interaction between Masri
and an old neighbor, Hilal (Youssef
Dawood), introduces the premise of
an alternative Egyptian dream. “I
Figure 4. Masri is ecstatic upon receiving his US passport don’t understand how people emigrate,” Hilal declares, expressing his
in Assal Eswed (United Brothers Cinema, 2010).
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disdain of migration. “They waste their lives abroad, and then wish to be buried in
this land as if this country is merely a cemetery!” He asks Masri, “Do you plan to
get buried here or abroad?” His emphasis on interment is expressive of an Egyptian
popular sentiment that keeps emigrants attached to their original homeland, even if
it fails to deter them from emigrating. The idea appears again toward the end of the
film when Masri asks an old sailor whether he wants to leave his country. The sailor
responds that he wants to die there. Masri’s follow-up question, “But, when you die,
you will not feel it?,” is met with the sailor’s appeal to the metaphysical as he affirms,
“My spirit will be here!”
As an Egyptian American, Masri is conflicted about leaving or staying in Egypt. He
feels that his life has already been shaped in the United States, and the socioeconomic
circumstances in Egypt are dire. But Hilal draws a different portrait for Masri to consider:
Son! I always say, “Thank you God!” Do you want me to say it the American
way so you can understand?! . . . If I look at circumstances the way you do,
I will see a lot of bad things and I may become a nonbeliever. If you only
search seriously in these tough circumstances, you will definitely find many
good things. This point, however, needs someone who can feel! . . . It may be
true, as you say, there are a lot of good things in America, but those things are
easy to get one day. Meanwhile, we have things that are hard to get; otherwise,
I would have the one standing in front of me [Masri] feeling and sensing!
This emotional call for perseverance and enduring hardships is what underpins the
alternative vision to the American dream in these Egyptian films. It takes Masri some
time before he realizes the emotional dimension of his experience in Egypt, particularly the power of the awlad el-balad code in energizing individuals around their
community. He decides to stay. Assal Eswed reveals the role played by nationalism in
defining belonging in a globalized but fractured world. Masri’s experience with the
two passports (and no passport at one point) speaks to that conflict. His disillusionment
with the American dream is a result of not so much despair about America—as depicted
in many other Egyptian films—but rather hope in and nostalgia for the homeland as
the only site where one’s dreams can truly be realized.
Regardless of their different approaches, Egyptian filmmakers use el-ghorba as an
important tool to construct an alternative sense of longing to that of the American
dream. They develop this dynamic by imagining the Egyptian diasporic experience
in the United States as one of struggle against an alienating culture and by reawakening their protagonists’ emotional connection to Egypt. This representational strategy polarizes the Egyptian American image. Egyptian Americans like Iskandar who
choose to distance themselves from their Arab roots are imagined to embrace American
culture and repudiate anything Arab, whereas Egyptian Americans like Masri attain
self-realization only once they identify themselves with their original home country
and choose to live there. Ultimately, these films suggest, the American dream offers
only alienation for Arabs, who must return home in order to become whole.
A Filmmaking Identity or an Identity for Filmmakers? Egyptian directors Yousef
Chahine, Nader Galal, Khairy Beshara, Daoud Abdel Sayed, Mounir Rady, and
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Khaled Marei have all contributed in various ways to the Egyptian cinema’s binary
framework for conceiving Otherness, which oftentimes comes at the cost of failing to
articulate the nuanced experience of Arab Americans. Even non-Egyptian filmmakers
working in Egyptian cinema, such as the Sudanese director Saeed Hamed, still abide
by the industry’s parameters. Hamed, for instance, does not shy away from the cinema’s binaries in his film Sa’eedi fil Gamaa el-Amrekeia.24 The film offers a staunch critique
of the banality of the American dream through its vilification of the Egyptian American character Sirag (Hany Ramzy), a professor of political science at the American
University in Cairo. Sirag is portrayed negatively for disrespecting awlad el-balad, as he
chooses instead to show support for US foreign policy interventions in the Arab world.
Claiming to have embraced the American spirit of democracy and freedom, Sirag
insists that there are no differences between students and their instructor and that
democracy is an ideal to be celebrated and embraced. But Sirag’s intolerance of any
critique of US foreign policy renders his reading of democracy one-dimensional and
positions him at odds with his Egyptian community, notably the working-class Egyptian students who challenge his American way of defining democracy and liberty. The
university itself is presented as an elitist institution that seeks to re-create a miniature
model of America in the heart of Egypt.25 Prominent among Sirag’s challengers is
Ahmed (Fathy Abd el-Wahab), who invokes the awlad el-balad code in a contentious
moment with the university’s administration:
Will our study here force us to forget our Arab identity and belonging? We are
here on Egyptian land and nobody can restrict our freedom and sweep away
our will. If the university’s administration prevents us from demonstrating
against oppression and terror, thinking that we are dead, then let it be known
that we are still alive and that we will resist. If the norms of justice are dead,
we retain our rights through hope and resistance!
Ahmed’s words map the university-student relationship onto the broader realm of
US-Arab encounters. He rejects Sirag’s insistence that students should forget anything
they have learned outside the classroom. “This is antidemocracy,” he protests. “This
means your opinion is the only right opinion, the university’s opinion, or America’s
opinion.” Ahmed utilizes the classroom as a stage for activism, highlighting the chasm
between American ideals and policies. When Ahmed distributes pictures of civilian
victims of the economic sanctions against Iraq following the 1990–1991 Gulf War,
Sirag seeks to silence Ahmed by threatening to fail him and reports him to the university’s administration.

24 The same screenwriter, Midhat el-Adl, wrote Sa’eedi fil Gamaa el-Amrekeia and Amrica Shika Bika. Sa’eedi fil
Gamaa el-Amrekeia has been credited for sparking Egyptians’ interest in movies and producers’ appetite for filmmaking given its unprecedented box-office revenue of more than E£25 million. See Mahmoud Hussein, “Why Was
Sa’eedi fil Gamaa el-Amrekeia a Turning Point in Cinema?,” Limaza, December 28, 2018.
25 Notably, in real life, the public relations office of the institution denied Hamed’s request to film on campus
because of image concerns. Islam Nashʾat, “Ida⁻ rat al-Jamaʿa Manaʿt Taswīiruh wa al-Raqa⁻ ba Iʿtarad. at ʿala alScenario: Sa’eedi fil Gamaa el-Amrekeia, film yastathmir taʾaluk Henedi,” Al-Baya⁻n Newspaper (Dubai), May 17,
1998, http://www.albayan.ae/five-senses/1998-05-17-1.1009625.
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The contradiction in Sirag’s call for freedom and his actions are reminiscent of
historian Rashid Khalidi’s critique of America’s freedom as a euphemism for the US
need to “invest the world over.”26 Such a profit-driven project of American freedom
can be advanced only by silencing local critical voices like Ahmed’s. Ahmed’s critique
of US hypocrisy is highlighted when he leads efforts to commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of the Israeli occupation of Palestine. At a student sit-in at the university,
an Israeli flag is shown being burned—for the first time in an Egyptian film—while
Ahmed delivers a stirring speech condemning Israeli aggression and calling out America’s double standard. “America stands behind all this and protects it,” he declares,
“while leaving us, Arabs, to its fatal weaponry, and ignores Israel’s behavior and its
discriminatory practices.” Sirag, meanwhile, sides with the university’s administration
and ignores issues of concern to his Egyptian students.
Khalaf (Mohammed Henedi), the film’s protagonist, embraces Ahmed’s reasoning
after some hesitation. A local farmer whose dedication to education has earned him
admission to the prestigious American University in Cairo, Khalaf experiences a series of personal and political confrontations and emerges disillusioned with America.
“When I joined the American University,” Khalaf says in his graduation speech, “I
was very impressed with America.” “Three years later, after this admiration has gone,”
he continues, “I’ve found that inside me there are meanings and a tradition more important than what has impressed me.” Khalaf argues that Arabs do not hate America
but reject American aggression, ridicule, and efforts to make Arabs feel inferior. “We
hate bullying and imposing opinion by force,” he states. “We hate those who say we
are backward or that we are less than them.” Khalaf ’s disillusionment is shaped by
the activism on campus and emerges as a response to Sirag’s sense of entitlement and
superiority at the cost of his own people. Throughout the film, characters question
Sirag’s allegiance to his Egyptian homeland. “If one day,” Ahmed asks him, “you were
to hold a distinguished position at the United Nations or the International Monetary
Fund, which country will you be loyal to? Egypt or America?”
Crucially, Hamed repeatedly portrays Sirag as emasculated and effeminate. His
masculinity is challenged throughout the film by Khalaf, who also seeks to attract
Sirag’s girlfriend, Abla (Ghada Adel). Sirag’s failure to express his manhood comes
to the fore when he loses a swimming challenge against Khalaf. In the staged contest, Khalaf ’s friends sneak behind Sirag and easily intimidate him into removing his
underwear, leaving him to battle a sense of embarrassment that scars his masculinity.
Further stressing the gendered nature of Sirag’s weakness, Khalaf and his buddies
celebrate their symbolic triumph by addressing him by the feminine name “Susu”
as they reproach him for being Americanized. “If you stepped on your origin,” they
sing, “what would be left for you, Susu?” Sirag’s masculinity is also challenged by
his students, whose protests against the US support of Israeli aggression are depicted
as manly and heroic. Perhaps the ultimate measure of Sirag’s effeminacy is Abla’s
decision to break up with him toward the end of the film. He is eventually forced to
resign and return to the United States. Unlike the character of Adam in el-Akhar, who
26 Rashid Khalidi, Sowing Crisis: The Cold War and American Dominance in the Middle East (Boston: Beacon Press,
2009), 164.
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is glorified as a martyr for defending the ever-resilient Egyptian homeland, Sirag is
rejected as an impotent embodiment of the surrender to US power and dominance.
Like Hamed, the Egyptian American director Rafi Girgis chooses to work within
the Egyptian cinema’s framework and offers simplified, unnuanced depictions of
Egyptian immigrant and Egyptian American characters. Tayeh fi America was written,
produced, and directed by Girgis himself and contrasts Americanized Egyptians with
those who choose to cling to their roots, thereby reproducing binaries central to mainstream Egyptian filmmaking. The film starts on an airplane with a scene featuring
two Egyptians from two different economic backgrounds. The working-class Sherif
(Khalid el-Nabawi) aspires to realize his American dream with only $200 in his pocket,
while the entrepreneur Adel (Mohammed Lotfy) is en route to meet his Egyptian
American cousin, Nour (Hala Shiha), whom he is arranged to marry. At the airport,
Nour and her mother, Nahla (Iman), wait for Adel, but he is held by US Customs and
Border Protection officers who mistake his dried mulukhiyya (a type of mallow leaf used
in Arabic cuisine) for marijuana and force him to stay the night while they wait for a
translator. Unable to afford taxi and lodging costs, Sherif also decides to spend the
night at the airport, but when he overhears that Nour and Nahla do not know what
Adel looks like, he decides to impersonate Adel and is welcomed accordingly.
Later that night at Nahla and Nour’s spacious villa, Sherif eavesdrops on a conversation between the two women that reveals the real motives underlying the marriage.
Nahla and Nour are Egyptian Americans at odds with each other, with the former
representing what it means to be American and the latter representing what it means
to be Egyptian. Nahla is an Americanized Egyptian whose obsession with material
possessions and desire to maintain a wealthy lifestyle preclude any concern for her
daughter’s actual well-being; she is intent on forcing her daughter to go through with the
arranged marriage. Nour is an innocent daughter caught between her desire to lead a
happy life and her mother’s insistence on sustaining her lifestyle. Sherif decides to stay
and enjoy his temporary affluence. He is served by an English butler and has easy access
to fancy food, name-brand clothing, and nice cars. He also dates the beautiful Nour
and falls in love with her. The temporary nature of this American dream haunts him,
however, and reminds him of sea waves, which start big and promising but collapse and
vanish at the shore. Such is the promise of materialism embodied by Nahla, who plots to
convince her would-be son-in-law to sell his properties and business in Egypt and settle
down in the United States. Even at the wedding, Nahla is focused on securing her material well-being. She invites a close friend to discuss business proposals with Sherif, still
impersonating Adel, and insists she is motivated only by concern for her daughter. Her
friend, however, clearly knows otherwise and nods sarcastically.
Despite being Egyptian American himself, Girgis employs a recurring trope of
Egyptian filmmaking by contrasting American and Egyptian cultures as stark opposites and, moreover, portraying those cultures in specifically gendered and generational
terms. He pits those guilty of embracing American materialism, like Nahla, against
those who choose love over profit, like Nour. Nahla is a dollar worshipper and thus
symbolic of America’s corrupting materialism, while the romantic Nour represents
Egypt’s idealism. Nahla’s wrangling of the marriage-for-business deal is presented as
evidence of America’s materialism. Nour reluctantly accepts Nahla’s arrangement but
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eventually deviates from her mother’s plans when she uncovers Sherif ’s identity. She
rejects Adel’s wealth and opts to continue her romantic relationship with Sherif.
Meanwhile, the real Adel is hospitalized after being accidentally shot by a gang
member and meets the Lebanese American nurse Iman (Rajia Baroudi). Inserting
this character in Tayeh fi America represents a major departure from the other surveyed
films, as she not only provides relief from the suffocating images of materialism in
the lives of Nahla and Sherif but also moves beyond the usual imagination of Arab
Americans as primarily Egyptian. Iman first connects with Adel by enthusiastically
communicating with him in Arabic. Next, she references classical Arabic music and
films. Knowing that Adel is lost and unable to contact his family in California, she
hospitably invites him to stay at her modest apartment. Iman further demonstrates
her Arab honor code by orienting Adel to life in America. In addition to sharing his
sorrows, she tries to bring happiness to his life by purchasing airline tickets to allow him
to return to Egypt. Her Lebanese background underscores a pan-Arab message that,
regardless of differences across national cultures, Arabs still share common cultural
codes and a heritage that ought to be maintained in the United States. Although the
director’s development of this character stresses a level of awareness of Arab American complexities, the film’s overall development of its characters remains rooted in the
old binaries.
The national or transnational background of the filmmakers, therefore, does not
seem to have an impact on the binary representations of Arab Americans in Egyptian cinema. What defines these binaries, in other words, is not the identity of the
filmmaker but the nationalist imperatives behind Egyptian cinema’s narrative norms.
So, not all Egyptian and Egyptian American filmmakers necessarily employ this portrayal framework, but those who work in Egyptian cinema mostly likely do. The film
American East (Hesham Issawi, 2008) is an example of how different films produced
outside Egyptian cinema could be. Although the Egyptian American filmmaker Issawi
has directed several films in Egypt, his American East departs from Egyptian cinema’s
codes because it is a US production but not a Hollywood mainstream one. The film
is in English, not Arabic, and features a great many Middle Eastern American actors,
as it is both filmed and staged in Los Angeles. American East presents a critique of Hollywood’s casting practices and challenges constructions of Arab Americans in Hollywood. It allows Sayed Badreya—an Egyptian American actor who has been typecast
for decades in Hollywood in “terrorist” roles—to play the lead role of an Egyptian
immigrant, Mustafa, and in so doing, affords him a level of agency as an actor that
he has otherwise been denied in Hollywood. The character struggles to realize his
American dream amid the institutional discrimination and anti-Arab public backlash
the followed the 9/11 attacks. As an Egyptian American widower, Mustafa’s challenge
is to balance the various dictates of his Arabic identity and the daily demands of life in
Los Angeles. He finds himself challenged by familial, cultural, and political demands
that overwhelm his American dream to pay off his debts and become a successful
businessperson. He is forced to navigate post-9/11 paranoia wherein FBI agents are
increasingly invested in interrogating ties between his Islamic background and terrorism. He also finds himself entangled by obligations to raise his Americanized family—
two children and sister—according to Egyptian traditions. Equally challenging are
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managing his Habibi café and running his one-taxi company. Throughout the film, the
camera captures the personal struggles of the many Middle Eastern immigrants and
ethnic Americans inhabiting Mustafa’s home and businesses in a layered narrative.
The Egyptian American director’s portrayals of identity in this film are, therefore,
distinct, primarily because it was produced outside Egyptian cinema.
The representational framework of Egyptian cinema is not determined by the
identity of its filmmakers. The industry is not exclusively limited to Egyptian directors;
it can also welcome other directors—such as the Sudanese filmmaker Hamed and
the Egyptian American Girgis—so long as they are invested in the cinema’s binaries, which function to enhance geopolitical and sociocultural differences between the
United States and Egypt, and also polarize representations of Egyptian Americans
accordingly. Filmmakers working in Egyptian cinema portray Egyptian immigrants
only as Americans or Egyptians, although this binary is coded in various ways: as
generational, as in the contrast between Khalil and Adam in el-Akhar; as informed by
class, with the khawagat or Westernized elite against the awlad el-balad ethic, as in the
contrast between Khalil’s crooked business elite and Adam’s new working-class family;
or as gendered, with emasculated Arab American characters like Khalil and Sirag and
women coded as American immoral or Egyptian innocent, as in the contrast between
Nahla and Noor in Tayeh fi America. These differences are presented as natural as opposed to political, thus making the demand that Egyptian Americans choose whether
to be either American or Egyptian seem inevitable instead of constructed—indeed,
constructed in large part through film.
Conclusion. The Egyptian filmmaking industry has actively resisted the perceived
American cultural imperial project represented by Hollywood. The dominant cinema in the Arab world has spearheaded efforts to portray postcolonial independence
and reclaim a sense of representational agency. The cinema’s output has promoted
Egyptian critiques of the United States through allegorical references commonly
deployed by Arabists and Islamists and provided its audience in the Arab-speaking
world with materials to push back against US cultural hegemony. As illustrated in this
article, Egyptian cinematic tropes enact a complicated form of critique that correlates
the nationalist imperatives of the Egyptian nation-state with certain political, social,
cultural, and economic territories in the Egyptian popular imagination of America.
Egyptian films articulate a sense of disillusionment with the American dream and with
globalization itself as a Western-driven process. They portray America as a land that
alienates Egyptian Americans and construct alternative dreams based on nostalgia
and belonging, to deter more people from emigrating.
These cinematic forms of subversion fail, however, to move beyond merely reversing Hollywood’s one-dimensional binary constructions. The industry’s writers, directors, and producers, regardless of their identity, operate within a highly polarizing
frame of reference that glorifies everything Arabic and denigrates anything American.
The result is a form of Othering that simplifies understandings of Arab Americans
along the US-Arab sociocultural and geopolitical divide. In giving voice to critiques
of US hegemony, Egyptian films leave no space for Arab Americans beyond the rigid
distinctions drawn between Egyptian and American cultures. The films and their
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directors articulate a spatial morality that abstractly contrasts materialism, power, and
nostalgia with the categories of belonging offered by nation, class, gender, and generation. Egyptian American images, then, become a tool to mediate Egyptian grievances
about globalization, migration, and geopolitics. Portraying Noufal, Khalil, and Nahla
as dollar worshippers in Hello America, el-Akhar, and Tayeh fi America, respectively, and
their kids Sam, Adam, and Nour as value-conscious individuals, speaks of a representational strategy that demands Egyptian Americans proclaim their cultural allegiance
as either American or Arab. The same representational formula is used to denounce
Egyptian American characters like Sirag in Sa’eedi fil Gamaa el-Amrekeia and Iskandar in
Iskindiriyya . . . New York as aberrations, while celebrating other characters like Adam in
el-Akhar and Masri in Assal Eswed as the quintessential manifestation of Egyptian identity.
Such binary constructions in Egyptian filmmaking not only limit the possibility of
more complex understandings of the United States among audiences in the Arab world
but also render Arab Americans doubly alienated by both Hollywood and Egyptian
cinemas. Noufal, Sam, Bekhit, Adila, Adam, Khalil, Sirag, Iskandar, and Masri are
oversimplified articulations of a very complicated Arab immigrant and Arab American identity that defies reduction along the lines of spatial morality. In short, although
the Egyptian cinema offers images that challenge Hollywood’s own strictly nationalist
framework, the former’s representational framework fails to recognize the empowering
potential for Arab American cultural citizenship in a transnational context.
✽
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